Why choose a Diamond? At Diamond we realize you have many options when choosing a bus. We want you to be confident in your choice of a Diamond Coach. For more than 50 years, Diamond Coach has been dedicated to moving people safely, comfortably and with style. Our award-winning vacuum process uni-body design means a strong, no-rust body that retains a “brand new look” with low maintenance costs. To further reduce rust, we added a fiberglass step well to our four-part body structure. Our anti-ride bumper and wheel wells are molded into the body for a sleek style. Combine that with the insulation properties of honeycomb/composite for a quiet ride that is cooler in the summer and warmer in the winter than any other bus body component. Diamond’s 11 gauge steel-structured floor frame design leads the industry in strength and durability. Ultimately, when you purchase a Diamond Coach, you gain access to a customer service network known throughout the industry for achieving customer satisfaction — we don’t just sell you a bus, we help you maintain your investment.

THE DIAMOND VIP 2500, the flagship of the Diamond fleet, can be equipped with many of the “big bus” luxury options or customized to fit your needs.

THE DIAMOND VIP 2200 is a perfect combination of size and maneuverability. Some models do not require a CDL, making it an ideal choice for churches, assisted-living facilities, retirement centers and more!
**Series VIP 2200/2500**

Floor plans shown are representative of current Diamond production with certain engines, seats and other options. Some options may not be available on all models. Changes in specifications and options may take place without notice and/or obligations. Visit our website at: [www.diamondcoach.com](http://www.diamondcoach.com) and click on partner links (seating, wheelchair lift, tie downs, air-conditioning, chassis) to learn more about how Diamond Coach can gear components to fit your specific needs.

**VIP 2200**
Floor Plans
21; 12-2; 15

**VIP 2500**
Floor Plans
25; 16-2; 21
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**At a glance — VIP 2200**

- **Chassis Choices:** 158” Ford E-350, Ford E-450 or 159” Chevrolet
- **Overall Length:** 22’-8”
- **Overall Height:** 9’-6”
- **Entry Door Width:** 36”
- **Exterior Width:** 8’-0”
- **Interior Height:** 75”
- **Interior Width:** 93”
- **Maximum Passengers:** 21
- **Maximum W/C Placements:** 6
- **Engine Choices:** Gas or Diesel
- **Lift Options:** Front or Rear

**VIP 2500**

- **Chassis Choices:** 176” Ford E-450 or 177” Chevrolet
- **Overall Length:** 25’-0”
- **Overall Height:** 9’-6”
- **Entry Door Width:** 36”
- **Exterior Width:** 8’-0”
- **Interior Height:** 75”
- **Interior Width:** 93”
- **Maximum Passengers:** 25
- **Maximum W/C Placements:** 7
- **Engine Choices:** Gas or Diesel
- **Lift Options:** Front or Rear
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*Standard equipment includes fabric ceiling panels, Rosco mirrors, raised floor (no wheel wells), ABS light bars, fiberglass step well, roof hatch, black anodized aluminum finish entry door, 3/4 inch exterior grade plywood floor, blade-type fuses.*

To customize your floor plan and for a complete list of standard equipment and current options contact your Diamond Dealer.
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**Leading the industry for over 50 years**

**Diamond Coach Corporation**
2300 W. 4th Street
Oswego, Kansas 67356
620-795-2191 • Fax 620-795-4816
EMAIL: diamond@diamondcoach.com
WWW.DIAMONDCOACH.COM

Diamond Coach Corporation has dealerships throughout the US and Canada.

For more information call **1-800-442-4645**
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**Your Area Dealer:**